2008 chrysler sebring 2.7 thermostat location

The Chrysler Sebring 2. When the thermostat fails, one of two things can happen. First, the
engine could overheat because the thermostat restricts the flow of coolant though the engine.
The opposite is also possible; the engine could fail to reach the proper temperature because the
thermostat allows too much fluid to flow through. Either situation can cause issues that cost
much more to repair than replacing the thermostat costs. Place the Sebring onto a set of ramps,
secure the parking break and place a clean drain pan under the radiator petcock. Open the
petcock with a pair of pliers and drain two gallons of coolant from the radiator into the drain
pan. Do not forget to close the petcock. Save the drained fluid to return to the radiator later.
Follow the upper radiator hose to the engine. The hose connects to the thermostat intake
housing located on the engine. Remove the hose by prying the clamp off with a pair of pliers
and then by pulling the hose off the housing. Remove the two bolts that secure the thermostat
intake housing to the engine with a socket and ratchet and lift the housing off the engine. If the
housing sticks, use a small scraper to break the seal. Take note of the thermostat's orientation
in the engine, pull it out and place the new thermostat into the hole with the same orientation as
the old one. Scrape the old gasket off the bottom of the thermostat intake housing and then
scrape the mating surface of the engine clean with the scraper. Place the new gasket onto the
mating surface of the engine. Place the intake housing onto the gasket. Thread the bolts
through the housing with your fingers and then tighten the bolts with the socket and ratchet.
Slide the hose onto the Sebring's thermostat intake housing. Tighten the clamp into place with
the pliers. Open the radiator cap on the Chrysler's radiator and pour the two gallons of fluid
back into the radiator. He has extensive experience working in supervisory roles within the
wireless and Internet technologies fields. Silket is pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in business
management and network technologies at Lehigh Carbon Community College. How to Change
the Thermostat on a Sebring 2. Step 1 Place the Sebring onto a set of ramps, secure the parking
break and place a clean drain pan under the radiator petcock. Step 2 Open the petcock with a
pair of pliers and drain two gallons of coolant from the radiator into the drain pan. Step 3 Follow
the upper radiator hose to the engine. Step 4 Remove the two bolts that secure the thermostat
intake housing to the engine with a socket and ratchet and lift the housing off the engine. Step 5
Take note of the thermostat's orientation in the engine, pull it out and place the new thermostat
into the hole with the same orientation as the old one. Step 6 Scrape the old gasket off the
bottom of the thermostat intake housing and then scrape the mating surface of the engine clean
with the scraper. Step 7 Place the new gasket onto the mating surface of the engine. Step 8
Slide the hose onto the Sebring's thermostat intake housing. I'm looking for help with my
ghostship of a car. Let me start from the beginning. My car has , miles on it and I bought it back
in May but it hasn't run since July. She started overheating one day and it has been an issue
ever since. The fans work and there is no oil in the coolant to suggest cracked head. After
putting in the new radiater 2nd step , it ran good for 3 days and quit running again. It hasn't run
since. BUT, you can idle her all day and she won't overheat. The second you start driving away,
she runs way up in temperature. We are at a loss at this point. We need help! She's in mint
condition body-wise to give up on her. She evens run smooth before she overheats. Jeff
answered 10 years ago. I noticed you didnt mention replacing the temperature sending unit.
Why wasn't that replaced, that shouldve been first on the list before expensive repairs. Gin
answered 10 years ago. Could this unit cause the car to overheat somehow? Please explain.
Had similar issue with a Sebring LXi 2. I reinstalled the thermostat correctly bulb and spring
towards the engine and it instantly ran fine!! Just passing on some hard-won information! Was
your issue ever resolved Gin? I am going through the same thing. Princetta answered 4 years
ago. Suggestions or answers please! BlueDevil Head Gasket Sealer is activated by the
temperature differential at the leak point so it only is activated where there is a leak and will not
clog or harm the rest of your cooling system. Guru2F5F answered 3 years ago. My chrysler is
running hot the radiator i believe needs to be flushed cause it has rust in the water no water in
my oil and no leaks what could it be. RDMS answered 3 years ago. My Sebring JXI is
overheating. What I found was that the radiator fan was not coming on. Part Number: this is
located near the thermostat and tells the fan when to come on. GuruD33QT answered 3 years
ago. Was this a 2. And wouldn't a code display on the computer if this was the issue? The
cooling system of these engines should be recalled. It is very difficult to get the air out of the
system after replacing any component. Also the computer does not turn on the fans until the
engine temperature reaches degrees. If any kind of leak exists the coolant starts boiling out
below degrees. A weak hose clamp or an aged system cap will cause the coolant to boil out a
little even on a 15 minute drive. Then on a longer drive you blow a head gasket or lock up the
engine. Terrible design. Jerome answered 2 years ago. It took me 6 months to finally solve the
problem you have Chrysler somehow forgot to torque all the head bolts properly. I put a torque
wrench test on all my head bolts. They were all good except for the left front corner bolt driver

side which was only at 20 psi. I torqued that to specs plus 5psi. After re-assembly I changed the
thermostat to an after-market degree one. Chrysler wont sell you anything other than the stock
degree one. To be on the safe side I put in a can of head gasket sealing fluid. The engine has
been running perfect ever since and never heats up under the worst conditions. It has never lost
an ounce of fluid and runs smooth as silk. I have put miles on it since I did the job. Girlcando
answered 2 years ago. Same thing here. I had given up but look for leaks. Mine was the radiator
cap needed changing when hot turn it off and listen for whistling. Michael answered 7 months
ago. My car has , miles on it and I bought it bac Have a Chrysler Sebring Jx 2. I am being offered
a free Chrysler Sebring that has been sitting without any use for 2 years from my mom. She will
replace the battery and is having it checked out for any other issues. I am in Aamco each time
after paying I shouldn't have anymore problems but it is still overheating. Got a sebring conv
with the 2. It has a distributor, not coil packs. It misses or skips at idle only. Other than idle, it
runs like a new car. I've cleaned carbon out of the upper intake, I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chrysler Sebring question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Chrysler Sebring Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. For more information go to
Designed for seamless fit and enduring functionality, Stant OE replacement thermostats provide
accurate control of coolant for steady working temperature of your vehicle's engine. Founded in
, Stant manufactures world-c We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Thermostat part. Product Fit. Opening Temperature Rating.
Quantity Sold. Shop Chrysler Sebring Thermostat. Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: GAT Product Details Notes : 1. Part
Number: ST Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Part Number: AC. Part Number: P
Universal Fit. Product Details Notes : M12 x 1. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Featured
Brands. Stant Thermostat Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Crown Thermostat
Manufacturer AC. Crown Automotive is renowned for manufacturing the highest quality OEM
replacement parts for Jeeps from to the present model year. Gates Thermostat Manufacturer S.
Painless Thermostat Manufacturer Jun 11, Purchased on Apr 08, Easy to find parts. Easy to find
site. Also part recommendation. Part selection is good. Purchased on Jan 14, Jun 10, It was
easy for my Dad to install for me. Great price on the part and my car is working great! No more
overheating! Purchased on Oct 26, Helpful Automotive Resources. When the coolant
temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the normal range, your PCM may trigger
code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or malfunctioning engine coolan
2008 dodge caliber belt routing
wiring turn signals diagram
2006 land rover lr3
t temperature sensorLow engine coolant. Main Components of Your Cooling System 4.
Prevents oil, anti-freeze and cylinder pressure from mixing together. A Short Course on Fuel
Systems The most common fuels in use today are gasoline and diesel, however, a number of
new fuels are hitting the market or show promise for the future. More on those alternative fuels
at the end of this article. If the engine temperature is too low, fuel economy will suffer and
emissions will rise. If the temperature is allowed to get too hot for too. This can be caused by a
faulty thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will overheat and
cause a breakdown. P Code: Insufficient Coolant Temperature for Closed Loop Fuel Control The
engine not getting up to the temperature needed for closed-loop operation might affect fuel
economy. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

